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Area: Pims DC

Release: DC 24.04

ID Feature Description 

342512 Correspondence Option to register a correspondence by upload .eml file has been introduced.

344312 Correspondence An option to add additional receivers has been added to the cross-module new correspondence wizard.

192538 Documents Profile An option to add related files has been introduced in the References tab

295543 Documents Profile An option to update distribution setup by applying best matching distribution template has been introduced.

303201 General An option to log the files being downloaded in a ZIP file has been introduced.

145357 Review A notification will now be sent to review participants when a reviewer checks in a file.

304528 Site Modifications Option to reserve a revision has been introduced.

ID Feature Description 

185440 3rd-Party Verification A filter to include cancelled verifications has been introduced.

283857 3rd-Party Verification Added breadcrumbs for all 3rd Party Verification applications.

339090 3rd-Party Verification Verification files are now accessible via side panel in a grid view of 3rd Party Verification application.

344648 3rd-Party Verification An option to include/exclude inactive contracts has been added into 3rd Party Verification Status.

349345 3rd-Party Verification A SubProjectID column has been added into 3rd Party Verification Follow-up application.

295403 Batch Sharing Support and Appendix system type files now will be shared with auto-sharing functionality. 

133109 Correspondence An option to register all types of outgoing correspondence has been added.

159050 Correspondence
Templates tags "MeetingDate", "Location", "ToReceivers", "CCReceivers", "MoMDate", 

and "FromCompanyRespFirstNameLastName" have been added.

341028 Correspondence Correspondence Files shall no longer be renamed if the 'Rename Correspondence Files' option is disabled.

341030 Correspondence
Newly uploaded attachment files will contain the file type in their name if "Rename Correspondence Files" setting is 

enabled.

341068 Distribution Matrix An option to add actions in batch for a specific user has been introduced into the Matrix's grid.

190299 Documents Profile Contractor Revision shall be available in Edit Revision dialog when "Allow Contractors Revisions" setting is disabled.

339108 Documents Profile Company Comment in 3rd Party Verification tab is now editable for users with elevated permissions 

344826 Documents Profile Permissions to modify the ReviewClass now correspond to having capability to Commit Suggested Review Class.

349162 Documents Profile
A "Contractor Actual" column has been added into Plan tab in Document Profile and is available in Search Setup for 

grid's configuration.

348039 Documents Register
Updated the logic behind the "Upload Documents" button in Tasks to display it only to users with the appropriate 

permissions.

350125 Documents Register "Reserved in Site Modifications" functionality shall no longer be available in Project type domains.

353364 Documents Register Updating content search to avoid deleting previous search result 

338383 Email Notifications
Notifications reminding about open actions in approvals or reviews will redirect to their respective follow up applications 

instead of a homepage.

340350 Engineering Tags Engineering Tags can now be linked with a document from different plants used in the domain.

338381 General Automatic regression tests for Redlines have been introduced.

344784 General Updated automatic regression tests to work with Foxit v9.

345259 General Foxit v6 is no longer a part of the DCS. Reviews made with Foxit v6 shall be available via Historical Reviews application.

182320 Maintenance: Best Practices An option to translate warning messages coming from assemblies has been introduced.

170188 Review Warning message will not be displayed when changing CR from/to a different user than the user changing it.

313365 Review An option to change contractor's reply deadlines for multiple reviews has been introduced.

314863
Sharing Documents and 

Correspondence
Documents that are shared with contracts members shall not applicable for auto-sharing it with the contract.

67809 Site Modifications An option to un-cancel documents from a project has been added.

94245 Site Modifications A revision set in conflict's resolution now shall be shown in project details instead of conflicted revision.

163460 Upload Documents Resolved an issue causing email sending to timeout.
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345846 3rd-Party Verification Fixed an issue that caused system to fail email sending when contracts' representative emails were empty.

348055 3rd-Party Verification Fixed an issue where emails were not being sent if the Representative email address was empty.

346316 Batch Import
Fixed an issue that prevented files upload to revisions with finalized reviews when contract has enabled file upload after 

review was finalized.

342652 Concurrent Engineering
Fixed an issue where project references were not marked as mandatory when enforcing project references is enabled on 

the document type when creating a new document.

350150 Correspondence
Fixed an issue where mandatory fields lookups were always sorted by the value field instead of the set field in 

configuration.

314488 Delegation
Fixed an issue that prevented users from manually deactivating a delegation when the user does not have a valid 

mailbox.

349632 Delegation Fixed an issue that caused all participants of a review to delegate their actions to a single person.

343989 Distribution Template Fixed an issue that caused the receivers section to be hidden on small resolution screens.

307652 Distribution Setup
Fixed an issue that prevented users from changing distribution setup for External Verification if default reviewer action 

type has been changed.

304691 Documents Profile Fixed an issue that caused a small  area for "Drop Files here..." when uploading a first file for a revision.

339750 Documents Profile
Fixed an issue that allowed users to set the Source Revision the same as the revision, thereby rendering the revision 

obsolete.

340445 Documents Profile Fixed an issue where the link to contract details did not appear if the contract was missing a description.

345478 Documents Profile Fixed an issue that caused improper resizing of Distribution Setup dialog.

314971 Documents Register
Fixed an issue that prevented external users from using common filters in documents register in Site Modification 

domain.

339733 Documents Register
Fixed an issue that resulted in downloading dummy file instead of showing an error when trying to export documents  

without applicable files.

348042 Documents Register Fixed an issue that resulted in allowing internal users to populate the tray tables.

353023 General Fixed an issue that caused PDF layers to not load up in PDF preview application.

343543 Home Page Actions Fixed an issue that caused actions for disputed comments to be displayed before the replies were submitted.

350015 Review Fixed an issue that prevented the change of deadlines for multiple reviews simultaneously.

356250 Review
Fixed an issue that prevented users from creating reviews when several delegations exist for the same person with 

same action type.

344397 Transmittals
Fixed an issue that resulted in not including alternative email addresses in the CC receivers list when sending a 

transmittal.

349792 Upload Documents Fixed an issue that resulted in unhandled error in PDFs verification when uploading only non-PDF files.

Fixes
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